Thursday __23rd April 2020
Home Learning – Year 2 - Week 1 – Thursday
Reading
Read the poem on page 2 – ‘There’s a dragon in a wagon.’
Answer these questions in your book –
1) Who wrote the poem?
2) What should you not do? Explain why.
3) How could he be helpful/useful? Check all verses and give 2 ideas.
4) What is the author’s final piece of advice?
Writing

Write instructions for how to care for a pet dragon.
Remember to include
A title, subheadings, A list of things you will need, numbered instructions, bossy verbs
and explain why or how using conjunctions (when, if, that, because)
A template is given below to guide you on page 3 and an example of how to write it on
page 4.

Maths

Use the 100 square on page 4 to calculate 10 more and 10 less.
What do you notice about the tens digit? And what happens to the ones digit?

Science

Practise quick recall – adult says 10 more than 64
Child responds as quick as they can using 100 square
to check if needed
In science we will be learning about materials (building materials)
On page 5 there are description of different materials. Can you match the
material to its description?
Write these into your book and copy the description given or write it in your
own words.
Get an adult to help you use the internet to search the ones you do not know.

Fabulous Finish

Don’t forget to do at least 20 minutes Reading for Pleasure!
We recommend: Space Poems
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/

Times Tables: 2,5,10 mixed
A 2do for this is set on purple mash you that you can practice.

Spellings improve, parents, sugar, most, both, hour
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Writing sheet
Use this sheet as a guide for what to include
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Example
Caring for a precious pet dragon
Materials needed:


Sturdy cage




Comfortable bedding
Grey rough rock



Water bowl and food bowl



Strong lead

Instructions
1) Firstly, find a spacious area of your garden to place the sturdy cage in
because when dragons like to have lots of open space. Also, when they get
cross they can sometimes breathe out fire and it goes quite a distance!
2) Next, line the bottom of the cage with comfortable bedding so that your
dragon feels happy and relaxed when going to bed.
3) After that, place the grey, rough rock to the side of the cage for when
your dragon wants to perch and look around his surroundings. Dragons are
nosey creatures you know.
4) Place a bowl by the cage and pour in some fresh water. Also, put the food
bowl next to this. Dragons like to eat lots of delicious fruit and
vegetables.
5) Finally, you are ready to bring your pet dragon home. Remember that
dragons need lots of exercise and they need this daily.

Enjoy your pet dragon! They are wonderful, loyal creatures who just want to be
loved.

Top Tip!
Dragons grow quite large so you need to make sure
you have lots of space for it!
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Maths sheet

Use the 100 square to help you

10 less
23
10
more
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55

60

91

18

47

Science
Read each description on the right and find the material on
the left. Then write your own description into your workbook
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